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M.Aoki, Y.Arimoto, T.Itahashi, N.Ito, Y.Kuno, N.Nakadozono,A.Sato, M.YoshidaDepartment of Physis, Osaka University, Osaka, JapanY.Igarashi, S.Mihara�, C.Omori, H.Nishiguhi, M.Tomizawa, K.YoshimuraHigh Energy Aelerator Researh Organization(KEK), Tsukuba, JapanSeptember 16, 2008AbstratWe request 1 day beam time for COMET extintion study in the 1st periodof slow extration beam in 2009, and further 1 week beam time to �nalize thismeasurement after summer shutdown in 2009.1 IntrodutionCOMET would make use of a pulsed proton beam in order to suppress the beamrelated prompt bakgrounds. The number of residual protons between pulses nor-malized by the number of protons in a pulse is alled \extintion". This extintionis one of the most important features of the pulsed proton beam for COMET asdesribed in [1, 2℄.The spei�ations of the pulsed proton beam for COMET are shown in Table 1.It is already mentioned in [2℄ that the realization of the COMET experiment stronglydepends on the intrinsi extintion of J-PARC/MR. For example, if the extintion is10�9 level on a seondary partile prodution target from the beginning, there will beno need to spare human resoures to the extintion developments. If the extintion is�Contat person 1
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2 2 MEASUREMENT AT K1.8BR BEAM LINETable 1: Pulsed Proton Beam for COMET.Beam Power > 56 kWEnergy 8 GeVAverage Current 7 �ABeam Emittane < 10� mm�mradProtons per Bunh < 1011Extintion < 10�9Bunh Separation 1.2 �seBunh Width < 100 nsemuh worse than 10�9 level, we have to put substantial resoures to the developmentof either or both of a beam line with an external extintion system and/or an in-ring buket sweeper system. In order to obtain basi information about the orderof extintion level of extrated proton beam, we would like to request beam time tostudy the extintion by using seondary beam. Details of the plan is desribed in thefollowing setions. This test will be the base of future R&D work to ahieve requiredbeam quality of COMET, and in that sense will be very important.2 Measurement at K1.8BR Beam LineThe best way to study the extintion would be to ount diretly the number of protonsin the MR. However this requires signi�ant tehnial hallenges to use a detetor inan extremely wide dynami range (� 109) with fast response (<100nse) 1. Thereforewe would like to start our study by adopting a simpler method using seondary beam.It is expeted that seondary partile prodution reets the beam struture whenproton beam is irradiated on a target. The longitudinal beam struture an be stud-ied by seleting seondary partiles diretly produed in proton reations with targetmaterial. Various kinds of partiles are produed in reations depending on the pro-ton energy and prodution angle. In order to view a struture of the primary protonbeam, only partiles produed in prompt reations must be utilized. It is better touse harged partiles sine the measurement is disturbed in ase delayed neutronsenter the detetion system. Partile identi�ation is neessary beause di�erent kindsof partiles arrive at the detetion system with di�erent time-of ight. It is pre-sumably better to perform partile separation by using a DC separator beause themeasurement an be biased by deay-in ight of seondary partiles like kaons.Based on this onsideration, we would like to request to perform a measurementof the extintion at K1.8BR in the oming period of J-PARC MR operation withslow extration. The K1.8BR beam line is sheduled to be used by the E17 groupduring the period of the 1st operation of MR with slow extration. Our measurementis antiipated not to onit with E17 (and the onseutive experiment at the same1R&D work of suh devie is in progress in the COMET ollaboration
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Figure 1: A timing struture of extrated proton beam for the extintion measure-ment.plae, E15) data aquisition. Shedule and possible setup will be disussed thoroughlywith the members of the E17/E15 group.We prefer to perform the measurement at the proton energy of 8GeV, but 30GeVoperation an also be aeptable sine there is no transition in proton aelerationin the MR and thus there will be no signi�ant di�erene of the longitudinal protonbeam struture between 8GeV and 30GeV. We expet "single bunh" operation ofthe MR with low proton intensity (4 �1011 proton per bunh) and harmonis numberof 9. RCS is neessary to be operated by �lling only one buket with the operationharmonis number of 2 in order to follow the proposed beam aeleration sheme ofCOMET [1℄. Extration of the proton beam is neessary to be done in the "slow-extration" mode without swithing o� the aeleration RF voltage to realize theondition for the COMET experiment (bunhed slow extration). The maximumduty fator of the RF system is designed to be 60%. We think that this is ahievableby reduing the RF voltage during extration. Details of the extration tehniqueneed to be disussed with experts of the aelerator groups.Figure 1 shows a time struture expeted by above mentioned aeleration andextration. Our extintion measurement is foused in the area as indiated in Figure 1.If there is any partile leakage during injetion from the LINAC to RCS, aelerationin RCS, injetion to the MR, aeleration in the MR, and/or extration from theMR, we would see partiles in other regions than the peak. The ultimate goal of theCOMET beam requirement is to realize a beam extintion level of 10�9. Sine it isnot possible to on�rm this level in a single measurement of seondary partiles, wewill integrate our measurement in 1k to 50k proton aelerations (spills) dependingon the extintion level and seondary beam intensity.The proton beam struture an be investigated by measuring time di�erene be-tween the time of the seondary partiles arriving at the detetion system and thatof the referene signal provided from the aelerator. We are planning to use an RF



4 3 MEASUREMENT PLAN AND COSTreferene signal for this purpose but a further detailed study is neessary to obtain apreise (a few nse) referene signal in the experimental area.The seondary partile arrival time is measured by using a set of plasti sintilla-tion ounters loated in the area. We need at least two ounters to perform partileidenti�ation using time-of-ight, although we will prepare more than two for ad-vaning reliability of the measurement. Atually there will be three sets of hodosopeounters for the E17 experiment plaed before the �nal fousing point (FF) where thestopping target of E17 will be loated [4℄. The �rst ounter will be loated in frontof the 1st dipole magnet behind the beam sweeping magnet for K1.8BR and K1.8beam lines. The seond ounter will be loated behind the 1st dipole magnet, and the3rd one will be behind the 2nd dipole magnet. We expet ounter signal from thesean be provided for our study without disturbing E17/E15 data aquisition. Anotherhodosope ounter will possibly loated by ourselves 10 m downstream of the lastbeam line hodosope ounter in order to obtain reliability of the measurement, whihis expeted to be very e�etive to redue aidental overlap, and to perform partileidenti�ation using time-of ight.Figure 2 shows a layout of the K1.8BR beam line. The beam line will be tuned totransport 1.0GeV/ seondary partiles. We are planning to use pions sine time-ofight of pions is less a�eted by momentum dispersion of the seondary beam lineand the number of produed partiles is expeted to be large even with lower protonintensity. Time-of ight of pions from the T1 target to the FF points is estimated tobe 91nse. Kaons (�=0.90) and protons (�=0.73) will arrive at the FF about 9.5 nseand 33 nse later respetively than pions, whih are not negligibly small ompared tothe size of time struture of the proton beam. As already mentioned, we are planningto loate a hodosope ounter at an order of 10m distane downstream of the otherfor partile identi�ation using time-of ight (37.2nse for pions and 45.8nse forkaons). It is not diÆult to ahieve a few hundred pse time resolution using reenttehnology, thus we expet partile separation of pions from kaons and protons withsuÆient purity.The expeted number of pions for 4�1011 protons is estimated to be 50k for oneaeleration yle. This is evaluated from the number of expeted kaons desribedin [3℄ for the ase when the ratio of the prodution ross setions of pions to kaonsis 50 at 30GeV. The signals from the ounters will be reorded in a onventionalDAQ system inluding TDC, ADC and salers. Counting oinidene rate betweenthe ounter and referene signals (RF) with di�erent delays an provide suÆientinformation about the proton beam timing struture without su�ering from the DAQdead time. It is also onsidered to sample waveforms of the ounters in order to gainthe reliability of the measurement.3 Measurement Plan and CostBefore starting the measurement it is neessary to perform beam line tuning for1.0GeV/ pions at K1.8BR. In fat the E17 group will also need beam line param-eters for 1.0GeV/ pions in their studies, thus we an ollaborate for this purpose.
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Figure 2: Layout of the K1.8BR beam line.
Aording to the E17 group, they will ontinue their beam line studies before star-ing physis data aquisition in autumn 2009 for about 40 days between January andMarh in 2009. We would like to request 1 day beam time, dediated to COMETextintion study, at the end of their beam line study period. We plan to performbeam related bakground study (ounting rate of eah hodosope ounter, possibleontribution by slow omponent like neutrons, and so on) that must be understoodbefore performing further measurement.The extintion measurement itself at K1.8BR an be �nished within a few dayswith suÆient statistis. We plan to perform this measurement after the E17 group�nishes their physis data aquisition in Otober 2009. We request 1 week beam timefor this purpose inluding aelerator study period for preparing slowly extrated pro-ton beam with pulsed time struture. We would like to disuss details with aeleratorand beam hannel groups based on the result of the �rst measurement inluding apossibility of MR operation at 8GeV.A rough ost estimation is made as summarized in Table 2. We expet that wean utilize beam line ounter signal provided by the E17/E15 group. We need toonstrut a time-of-ight hodosope ounter to be loated 10m downstream of thelast beam line hodosope ounter. For data aquisition and data analysis, we anemploy equipments used in our R&D works and do not need to newly invest a lot.



6 4 SUMMARYTable 2: Rough ost estimation of the extintion study at K1.8BRItem Cost (kJPY)TOF hodosopeSintillator 200Photomultiplier 1,800Cables 300Supporting frame 150Eletronis parts 200Artiles of onsumption 200Total 2,8504 SummaryWe would like to propose an experiment to study the proton beam extintion by usingseondary partiles.The measurement will be done at the K1.8BR beam line where the E17/E15 groupis launhing experiments. We have disussed and (will ontinue to) how to share thethe loation and equipments in order to minimize the impat and to perform dataaquisition eÆiently. Our measurement onsists of two parts. The �rst one is forunderstanding beam line bakground during the phase of E17/E15 beam line studywhih is sheduled between January and Marh in 2009. The seond part will berealized after the E17 group �nishes there physis data aquisition in Otober 2009.We plan to perform extintion measurement using seondary beam in this period.Our beam time request is summarized in Table 3.Table 3: Beam request for the extintion study at K1.8BR1st measurement 2nd measurementdate 2009/3 2009/10beam time 1 day 1 weekbeam energy 30GeV 8GeV or 30GeVbeam time struture bunhed slow extration bunhed slow extrationNumber of �lled bukets 1 out of h=9 1 out of h=9seondary beam pion 1.0GeV/ pion 1.0GeV/seondary beam rate 50kHz > 50kHzWe would like to request also strong support for providing a referene signal ofbeam timing from the aelerator to the ounting room.
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